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SAGE Premier includes all of SAGE's ejournals. Premier pricing is dependent on the institution's 
overall SAGE ejournals spend i.e. on any other titles or collections the institution subscribes to. 

All Access vs. Fixed List 

If you subscribe to a Fixed List Premier, then you will not gain access to any new titles transferred into 
Premier for that year. (You will gain access to new issues of the titles you currently access, though.) 
Fixed List subscriptions renew at slightly lower increase rates than All Access subscriptions. 

Flip Billing Model 

Premier subscribers have the option of folding all of their SAGE ejournal subscriptions into their 
Premier price, and thereby receiving a single invoice with a single line item (the "flip" billing model); 
or maintaining their subscriptions as separate entities (the "maintain" billing model). 

To transition to the flip model, you must cancel all of your other SAGE ejournal renewals (e.g. with 
EBSCO, if you use them as a subscription agent), except for any transfer titles you happen to subscribe 
to. Even if you have mid-year renewals, you will not lose access because these titles are already 
included in Premier. 

Your Premier price for the first year under the flip model is made up of: 

• Historical Premier pricing (if applicable) with renewal increase 
• Renewal pricing for all of your cancelled subscriptions, had you renewed them 

Pricing in your first year under the flip model is therefore exactly the same as it would have been 
under the maintain model. Going forward, your Premier pricing will be exclusively based on the 
previous year's Premier pricing. Meaning, historical separate subscriptions are no longer taken into 
consideration. 

Moving to the flip model will have no impact on your perpetual electronic access. (For instance, if you 
started subscribing to a certain ejournal before you subscribed to Premier, you will retain the same 
perpetual access to that title as you always had even though you'll now only be subscribing to 
Premier). You will, however, lose your print copies. If desired, print copies can be purchased at 
discount either through SAGE directly or a subscription agent. 

Note: Individual subscriptions to transfer titles must be maintained 

Although the flip model is described as a "one line" system, there is one exception. New titles are 
added to Premier every year as SAGE takes them over from other vendors. If you already subscribe to 
one of those titles, you must maintain the separate subscription for the duration of your current 
licence agreement (after which point, it will be looped into your Premier price). 
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Possible Advantages 

Premier licence agreements come with an increase cap, so you know what you will be paying over the 
duration of the agreement. Also, on average, pricing for individual journal titles tends to increase at 
much higher rates than Premier does. If this is historically true for your titles, then after the first year 
you will save money by transitioning to the flip model. 

Possible Disadvantages/Risks 

If you subscribe heavily to print and want to continue doing so, the flip model won't necessarily be 
any more convenient for you than the maintain model as you'll still have to maintain separate 
subscriptions for the print. You may end up paying more, too, if the discounts you're getting for 
"combined" (print plus electronic) subscriptions is higher than the discount you would get for 
separate print subscriptions as a Premier subscriber. 

Although you are losing your print copies, you are in a sense still paying for them because your first 
year "flip" Premier price is based on the renewal cost of your current holdings. That first year, then, 
your price is the same regardless of whether you were under the flip or maintain model, but you lose 
your print copies. 

If a title leaves SAGE, your Premier price will not go down. Far more titles transfer in every year than 
out so, generally speaking, this is not a problem; however, if one of the lost titles is one your historical 
core titles and you decide to begin a subscription with the new vendor, your overall ejournal costs will 
go up whereas, under the maintain billing model, your overall costs would have remained basically 
the same, the only difference being you would have been paying one publisher instead of another. 


